Quick Guide to Collibio

Mouse Action | Description
--- | ---
Click & Drag | Pan
Mouse Wheel Scroll Up | Zoom in
Mouse Wheel Scroll Down | Zoom out
"CTRL" Key + Mouse Wheel Scroll Up | Zoom in (fine grained)
"CTRL" Key + Mouse Wheel Scroll Down | Zoom out (fine grained)
"ALT" Key + Mouse Wheel Scroll Up | Increase z-stack focal level
"ALT" Key + Mouse Wheel Scroll Up | Decrease z-stack focal level
Double Click | Zoom in
"CTRL" Key + Double Click | Zoom out

Key Action | Description
--- | ---
Arrow Keys | Pan up, left, down, right
"+" | Zoom in
"-" | Zoom out
"-" | Zoom in (fine grained)
"-" | Zoom out (fine grained)
"-" | Increase z-stack focal level, if applicable
"-" | Decrease z-stack focal level, if applicable
"0", "Z" | Toggle between navigation mode and annotation mode
"C" | Toggle magniviewer visibility
"V" | Magniviewer visible: Hide magniviewer and focus viewer on magniviewer location. Magniviewer invisible: Show magniviewer at previous location.